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Abstract

In the last years, Large Language Models such001
as GPT-3 showed remarkable capabilities in002
performing NLP tasks in the zero and few shot003
settings. On the other hand, the experiments004
highlighted the difficulty of GPT-3 in carry-005
ing out tasks that require a certain degree of006
reasoning, such as arithmetic operations. In007
this paper we propose a new Language Model,008
Calculon, fine-tuned to perform arithmetic op-009
erations following a pipeline that decomposes010
numbers in units, tens, and so on before per-011
forming computations. Calculon results to012
achieve remarkable results on the same test013
sets of GPT-3, with an increase of accuracy of014
63% in the five-digit addition task. Moreover,015
we show the importance of the decomposition016
pipeline used to fine-tune Calculon, since fine-017
tuning the same Language Model without de-018
composing numbers results in 0% accuracy in019
the five-digit addition task.020

1 Introduction021

The publication of GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) had022

a relevant impact on Natural Language Processing,023

showing that it is possible to leverage a Large Lan-024

guage Model (LLM) to perform downstream tasks025

in the zero and few shot setting. However, if on one026

hand GPT-3 showed on-the-fly reasoning capabili-027

ties in tasks such as two or three-digit operations,028

on the other the same network struggles with five-029

digit operations. This suggests that a LLM such030

as GPT-3 did not effectively learn to perform arith-031

metic operations and is not able to generalize its032

ability to perform sums or subtractions to any num-033

ber of digits.034

With this work we want to assess if it is possible035

for a Language Model (LM) to learn to perform036

arithmetic operations of unseen numbers regardless037

of the amount of digits. To do so, we introduce Cal-038

culon, a GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) model fine-039

tuned to perform arithmetic operations between040

decomposed numbers. In particular, Calculon is041

trained to perform arithmetic operations following 042

a pipeline in which the computation is performed 043

after that the numbers are decomposed in digit form 044

(e.g. 18954 = 4 units, 5 tens, 9 hundreds, 8 thou- 045

sands, 1 tens of thousands). The underlying idea is 046

to teach LMs to do computations as children learn 047

at school, processing units with units, tens with 048

tens, and so on. Following this pipeline, Calculon 049

reaches remarkable levels of accuracy, even in the 050

four and five-digit tasks in which GPT-3 obtains 051

poor results. 052

To validate the importance of the decomposi- 053

tion pipeline here proposed, we fine-tune a GPT-2 054

model on the same datasets of Calculon without de- 055

composing numbers. In this setting, the fine-tuned 056

GPT-2 network reaches very poor performances 057

on the four and five digits tasks, demonstrating 058

that the decomposition pipeline is a valid approach 059

to make LMs effectively learn to perform compu- 060

tations. Finally, we experiment if it possible to 061

improve the performances of GPT-3 with the pro- 062

posed decomposition pipeline via few-shot priming 063

(no parameters update). The results obtained are 064

worst than those of the original GPT-3 publication. 065

In section 2 we review literature related to our 066

work, in section 3 we describe the decomposition 067

pipeline that we propose, in section 4 we describe 068

the data used to fine-tune LMs while in section 5 069

we present and discuss the results obtained. We 070

provide the data and code used to reproduce the 071

experiments. 072

2 Related Work 073

Even if numeracy capabilities of NLP models have 074

been widely experimented in literature (Thawani 075

et al., 2021), up to our knowledge only Brown et al. 076

(2020) introduced the task of performing compu- 077

tations by generating a numeric answer given an 078

input prompt in natural language. In this work, the 079

authors test the ability of GPT-3 to perform addi- 080

tions, subtractions, and multiplications in the zero 081
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and few-shot settings, focusing on numbers from 1082

to 5 digits. Results show high levels of accuracy in083

two- and three-digit addition and subtraction oper-084

ations, followed by low levels of accuracy as digits085

increase (four and five).086

The publications related to our work are about087

how different tokenization techniques affect numer-088

acy capabilities of NLP models. Thawani et al.089

(2021) underline that sub-word tokenizers such as090

BPE (Sennrich et al., 2016) and WordPiece (Wu091

et al., 2016) split numbers in arbitrary tokens (e.g.092

1234 can be split in 12-34, 1-234, . . . ). More-093

over, Wallace et al. (2019) demonstrate that sub-094

word representations provided by BERT (Devlin095

et al., 2019) are less effective in representing num-096

bers with respect to character-level representations097

used by ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) when prob-098

ing token embedding methods in numeracy tasks.099

Similarly, Geva et al. (2020) show that represent-100

ing numbers with a digit-level tokenizer instead101

of WordPiece improves the performances of their102

GenBERT model. Compared to these publications,103

with our decomposition pipeline we propose an104

alternative way of representing numbers for LMs.105

3 Methodology106

As outlined in section 1, in this work we want107

to assess if it is possible for a transformer Lan-108

guage Model to learn how to perform arithmetic109

operations between unseen numbers composed of110

a variable amount of digits. In particular, consis-111

tently with Brown et al. (2020), we focus on the112

tasks of summing and subtracting 2, 3, 4, and 5113

digit numbers and multiplying 2 digit numbers. In114

our experiments we fine-tuned a pre-trained GPT-2115

Language Model1 (Radford et al., 2019) to per-116

form computations using different approaches. We117

underline that our experiments are conducted in118

a sequence-to-sequence framework, in which the119

Language Model receives a string as input and pro-120

vides a string as output that may contain the number121

corresponding to the correct answer.122

The main approach we experimented is denoted123

as decomposition pipeline. The idea is to teach124

the LM to do calculations in the same way chil-125

dren are taught in school. For instance, if we126

consider the 5 digit addition task, given the two127

numbers involved in the sum and the relative re-128

sult, we generate the input string as follows. First,129

we translate both numbers in their decomposition130

1Available at https://huggingface.co/gpt2

form (e.g. 868 becomes 8 units, 6 tens, 131

8 hundreds), then we sum the decomposed 132

numbers to obtain a decomposed number as the 133

output. Finally we reconstruct the number repre- 134

senting the result of the addition from its decom- 135

posed form. We underline again that all these pas- 136

sages are written in natural language and the string 137

constructed will be an observation of the training 138

set used to fine-tune GPT-2. We will refer to LMs 139

fine-tuned with this approach with the name Calcu- 140

lon. 141

The second approach that we experimented, 142

named as baseline, is an approach in which no 143

manipulation is done on numbers. An observa- 144

tion relative to this method will be simply a string 145

containing the two numbers involved in the compu- 146

tation followed by the final result. 147

In section 2 we mentioned the works of Wal- 148

lace et al. (2019) and Geva et al. (2020), which 149

evidenced that character-level tokenizers are prefer- 150

able to sub-word tokenizers when processing num- 151

bers. For this reason we experiment with another 152

approach, denoted as spaced pipeline, in which we 153

want to assess if a transformer LM can tokenize 154

the digits singularly and solve the operations. An 155

observation relative to this approach will be a string 156

in which we transform the two numbers into the 157

spaced form (e.g. 868 becomes 8 6 8), then we 158

compute the operation between the spaced num- 159

bers and finally we reconstruct the resulting number 160

starting from its spaced form. The idea behind this 161

approach is that the spacing of the digits allows 162

the BPE tokenizer (Sennrich et al., 2016) used by 163

GPT-2 to tokenize each digit singularly. 164

At inference time, for all the approaches, the 165

input for the fine-tuned model is a string contain- 166

ing two numbers and an arithmetic operation. If 167

at the end of the generated string there is the num- 168

ber corresponding to the result of the operation, 169

the observation is considered correct. In table 1 170

we provide examples of training observations and 171

inference inputs for each of the studied approaches. 172

The last experiment that we conducted is about 173

GPT-3 Language Model. In particular, with this 174

set of tests we want to assess if GPT-3 can bene- 175

fit from the decomposition pipeline in a few-shot 176

setting (without any parameter update). In this 177

case the experiments consist in evaluating GPT-3 178

in the same tasks mentioned at the beginning of this 179

section, but providing in the input prompt2 only 4 180

2A full GPT-3 input prompt reported in Appendix A
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Approach Observation
Calculon Compute with pipeline 1201 plus 1302. Translate from number to decomposition: 1201 = 1 units, 0

tens, 2 hundreds, 1 thousands. Translate from number to decomposition: 1302 = 2 units, 0 tens, 3

hundreds, 1 thousands. Sum 1 units, 0 tens, 2 hundreds, 1 thousands + 2 units, 0 tens, 3 hundreds, 1

thousands = 3 units, 0 tens, 5 hundreds, 2 thousands. Translate from decomposition to number: 3 units,

0 tens, 5 hundreds, 2 thousands = 2503

Baseline Compute 1201 plus 1302. Final result = 2503

Spaced Compute 1201 plus 1302. 1 2 0 1 plus 1 3 0 2 = 2 5 0 3. Final result = 2503

Table 1: Examples of addition training observations for the considered approaches. Bold sub-strings represent input
prompts provided to LMs at inference time. The same examples for the subtraction and multiplication tasks can be
obtained substituting {plus, +, sum} with {minus, -, subtract} and {times, *, multiply}
respectively.

few-shot examples with the decomposition pipeline181

that we introduced.182

4 Data and training details183

In this section we will describe how we generated184

the datasets used to fine-tune the models, along185

with the details of the trainings.186

For the addition and subtraction operations, we187

generate training sets of 12000 observations each.188

In particular for each N ∈ {3, 4, 5} we ran-189

domly sample 3000 couples of integer numbers190

(n1, n2)i, with (n1, n2)i ∈ {10N−1, . . . , 10N −191

1}2, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 3000}. Similarly, for N = 2192

we randomly sample 3000 couples of numbers193

(n1, n2)i ∈ {0, . . . , 99}2 (one-digit numbers are194

included). We then join all the couples created195

(obtaining a set of 12000 couples) and we com-196

pute the results of the operations. At the end of197

this step, we obtain two vectors of results, r+198

and r−, where r+,i = n1,i + n2,i and r−,i =199

n1,i − n2,i,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 12000}. Finally, given a200

triplet (n1, n2, r)i, we generate a string according201

to the procedures described in section 3, depending202

on the selected approach. For the multiplication,203

we generate training sets following the same pro-204

cedure explained above but, instead of sampling205

12000 couples, we sample 3000 couples of num-206

bers from the set {0, . . . , 99}2 because we will only207

test the multiplications between two-digit numbers.208

At the end of this procedure we obtain 9 training209

sets, each of which corresponding to a combination210

operation-approach (e.g. addition-decomposition),211

that we use to fine-tune as many Language Models.212

Now, we want to underline some points relative213

to the generated training sets. First, by fixing the214

operation and varying the approach, the same cou- 215

ples of numbers are used to generate strings, so 216

that couples of numbers are sampled once for each 217

operation. Second, none of the couples present 218

in a training set is in the test set relative to the 219

same operation. The test sets used to evaluate our 220

fine-tuned Language Models are the same used to 221

evaluate GPT-3 in the arithmetic tasks3 (Brown 222

et al., 2020). 223

We fine-tune each Language Model for 25 224

epochs with an initial learning rate of 10−4 and 225

a batch size of 32, using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 226

2017) as optimizer. For the experiments on GPT-3, 227

due to limited resources available on the dedicated 228

API, we evaluate the model only on the first 100 229

observations of each test set. 230

5 Results and discussion 231

In table 2 we show the results obtained with the 232

experiments described in section 3. 233

The GPT-2 model fine-tuned without decomposi- 234

tion (Baseline row) obtains low accuracy scores in 235

all tasks except two-digit addition, where achieves 236

53.35 accuracy. In particular, in the 4 and 5 addi- 237

tion and subtraction tasks it achieves zero or near- 238

zero accuracy. This demonstrates that, without 239

decomposing numbers, a GPT-2 Language Model 240

is not able to learn to perform computations, espe- 241

cially between numbers with a higher number of 242

digits. On the other hand, Calculon obtains high 243

accuracy scores in all the tasks tested with the ex- 244

ception of 2Dx. This demonstrates that fine-tuning 245

using the proposed decomposition pipeline effec- 246

3Test sets publicly available at
https://github.com/openai/gpt-3
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Approach 2D+ 3D+ 4D+ 5D+ 2D- 3D- 4D- 5D- 2Dx
Calculon 99.75 81.95 80.05 72.85 100.00 81.35 78.60 75.65 14.65
Baseline 53.35 5.60 0.05 0.00 22.30 1.60 0.05 0.00 5.25
Spaced 90.10 77.75 67.10 57.95 45.20 11.80 1.35 0.15 5.1

GPT-3 FS 100.0 80.4 25.5 9.3 98.9 94.2 26.8 9.9 29.2
GPT-3 FS decomp 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0

Table 2: Accuracy scores obtained in the experiments described in section 3. {2, 3, 4, 5}D{+, -} represents 2, 3,
4 or 5 addition or subtraction tasks. 2Dx represents the 2 digit multiplication task. GPT-3 FS refers to results
obtained by GPT-3 in the few-shot setting (results in this row are those obtained in Brown et al. (2020)). GPT-3
FS decomp refers to results obtained by GPT-3 using the decomposition pipeline in few shot examples. Results
relative to this last experiment are obtained over the first 100 observations of each test set exclusively.

tively makes possible for a transformer Language247

Model to learn to do calculations. Here, we un-248

derline again that none of the couples of numbers249

composing the training set are in the relative test250

set, and hence we can conclude that Calculon has251

effectively learned to sum units with units, tens252

with tens, and so on and manage to perform arith-253

metic operations between unseen numbers. How-254

ever, the results in the two digit multiplication task255

are poor, suggesting that number decomposition is256

not sufficient to solve this task and probably higher257

reasoning capabilities are needed to multiply num-258

bers.259

We wanted to assess that the benefits brought260

by the decomposition pipeline are not due only to261

the fact that digits are tokenized separately. We262

then conducted the Spaced experiments, in which263

we separated digits with a blank space but with-264

out indicating if a digit corresponds to units, tens,265

and so on. The results obtained with these exper-266

iments (Spaced row) show a remarkable improve267

of accuracy with respect to the baseline in the ad-268

dition tasks followed by a small improve in the269

subtraction tasks. However Calculon maintains a270

further improvement with respect to the Spaced271

approach, with an accuracy gain of almost 15%272

in the 5D+ task and 75% in the 5D- task. This273

indicates that providing magnitude information of274

digits when decomposing numbers significantly275

helps LMs when performing arithmetic operations.276

Moreover, the gap in accuracy scores between base-277

line and Spaced approaches is consistent with the278

work of Wallace et al. (2019) and Geva et al. (2020).279

Lastly, observing the results obtained by GPT-3, we280

notice that decomposing numbers in the few-shot281

examples (row GPT-3 FS decomp) leads to much282

lower results with respect to the original GPT-3 re-283

sults (row GPT-3 FS), in which no manipulation is284

performed over numbers in the few-shot examples.285

We do not know the reason that leads to such a drop 286

in performance, but we hypothesize that receiving 287

a quite long input prompt GPT-3 loses the focus on 288

the task of performing an arithmetic operation and 289

the decomposition prevents it from leveraging on 290

the calculations seen during the pre-train. 291

6 Conclusions and future work 292

In this work we presented Calculon, a GPT-2 293

language model fine-tuned to perform arithmetic 294

operations following a pipeline that decomposes 295

numbers before performing computations. We 296

showed that, when fine-tuned with the decompo- 297

sition pipeline proposed, a transformer Language 298

Model can effectively learn to perform calculations 299

generalizing to unseen numbers regardless of the 300

number of digits. Moreover, when we fine-tune on 301

the same task but without the number decomposi- 302

tion, the same GPT-2 network reaches very poor 303

results, proving that the decomposition pipeline 304

effectively brings benefit during the training. On 305

the other hand, we showed that adopting the same 306

decomposition pipeline when providing few shot 307

examples to GPT-3 leads to very bad results, sug- 308

gesting that decomposition does not bring the same 309

benefit in the few shot setting. 310

There may be a variety of future works related 311

to our experiments. First, consistently with Brown 312

et al. (2020), we tested LMs on up to five-digit 313

operations, but it can be interesting to assess if de- 314

composition brings the same benefit for operations 315

involving a higher number of digits. Second, it 316

can be interesting to assess why all models tested 317

struggle with multiplication and if the latter is an 318

operation requiring a level of reasoning unreach- 319

able by current Language Models. Finally, it will 320

be useful to investigate how the number of observa- 321

tions in the training sets affects the performances 322

of fine-tuned GPT-2 models in the studied tasks. 323
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